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Maxine Hong Kingston speaks at SMC

What's Inside

The renowned writer reads and explains excerpts from her work

NEWS

BY JOSIE HOWATT

NATIVE OAK TREE IN
CRITICAL CONDITION

Last Wednesday night, the Le Fevre
theatre was graced with the presence of
Maxine Hong Kingston, the bestselling
author of"The Woman Warrior," "China
Men," and "I Love a Broad Margin to
My Life." As part of the Creative Writing Reading Series, Kingston's reading
kicked off the 20th anniversary celebration of the MFA program at Saint Mary's
College.
Weaving her prose within anecdotes
of her past, one of the most powerful
descriptions centered on her experiences during the Oakland fire of 1991.
Kingston found out her home was in
jeopardy while listening to the radio on
her way home from her father's funeral.
"I made way into the fire," she remembered, only to find that her house, along
with the manuscript for her next book,
had been consumed by the flames. It
was after this catastrophic event that
Kingston experienced the revelation of
what she refers to as "Idea," the concept
of the inexplicable force that inspires
one 's creative voice . She then read
from her book inspired by the fire , "The
Fifth Book of Peace." Some of the most
moving lines she chose to read included
"Americans own too many things ... I can
feel Idea because I am thingless" and "a
book exists before its words."
Kingston lamented that the trauma of
the fire was such that it took away words.
She went on to tell the story of how she
"formed a community of [war] veteran
writers around me" and how this positively influenced her writing process.
Bringing together former enemies of the
Vietnam war in a political and spiritual
environment gave rise to raw emotions
and revelations that aided Kingston in
continuing as a writer.
Before reading from "I Love a Broad

Facilities Services tries to save
the 100-120 year old oak tree
in the Dante quad. , _, t.

SCIENCE AND SOCIETY PROGRAM
BRINGS JAPANESE STUDENTS TO SMC

Japanese students visit SMC for three
weeks to exchange ideas and culture
with American counterparts. fl/>,\~ · 2
OPINION
MAXINE HONG KINGSTON speaks to the Saint Mary's community about her experiences as a writer and reads excerpts
from her book "The Fifth Book of Peace." (Josie Howatt/ COLLEG IAN)

Margin to My Life ," Kingston talked
about the importance of the concept

"Americans own too
many things ... I can
feel Idea because.
I am ·thingless."
of retrocausation: "I can read someone
else's poem and cause it to come into
being 1000 years ago." This provided a
natural segue into her gripping work "I
Love a Broad Margin to My Life." Quotes
such as "O, but the true poet crosses
eternal distances" further explained the
idea of the past influencing the present
and vice versa. The idea that "an act of
love I do this morning saves a life on a far

future battlefield" speaks to Kingston's
altruistic nature and true desire to communicate her true spiritual self through
her writing.
A Q&A session followed the reading,
and the audience relished the opportunity to pick the brain of such an influential creative force. Kingston related
a sense of contentment with the amazing body of work she has produced, yet
she also revealed that she is currently
writing something that she intends to
be published 100 years posthumously.
Although she has "trouble with endings,"
she believes that her "life could end at
this moment" and she would be happy
with what she has created.
The reading series continues on October 7th with author Geoffery G. O'Brien
at 7:30 p.m. in the Claeys lounge of the
Soda Center.

Non-career politicians focus on
irrelevant issues in attempts to gain
more attention while failing to engage
in important discussions. PAGE 4
FEDERAL INCOME TAX

The additional federal income tax
widens the disparity between the
poor and the rich, worsening the
ever growing wealth gap. PAGE 5
CULTURE

Students discuss Pope's Encyclical an~ sustainability
"Local Actions to Save our 'Common Home"' addresses environmental issues
BY ELIZABETH MAGNO
COPY EDITOR

On Wednesday, September 16, an event
regarding the environment and sustainability was held in the Soda Center. The
event was called "Local Actions to Save
Our 'Common Home," and was led by the
Sustainability Coordinator, Riley Smith.
Students were given the opportunity to
not only discuss global, environmental
and sustainability issues, but also the
Pope's Encyclical.
Students came to the Soda Center
around one in the afternoon. They were
given time to settle down before the
start of the event. They were also able to
engage in a simple activity. Three boards
were placed on the far right of the Moraga
Room. Each board had individual questions on them. Students were given time
to write their own answers on the boards.
After they were given time to do this,
Smith officially introduced the event.
He opened the topic by pointing out
that the Pope's Encyclical (known as
"Laudato Si") is the first ever Catholic
document regarding the environment
and living sustainably. He proceeded to
describe more characteristics of the document. The document is 183 pages with
roughly 40,673 words. It was released on

May 24, 2015, and was addressed to the
entire world. Smith proceeded to explain
to the audience that the Catholic Church
has always kept in mind the importance of
taking care of the environment, otherwise
referred to as "our common home." He
provided examples: World Day of Peace
(founded by Pope John Paul II), Renewing
the Earth (A United States Catholic Conference in 1992), the Venice Declaration
of 2002, Catholic Coalition on Climate
Change (2006), and the Catholic Climate
Covenant (2009).
After giving basic characteristics of the
Pope's document, Smith introduced the
idea of sustainability. He gave a quickrunthrough on the topic and then proceeded
to provide examples of sustainability
seen on campus. The One Planet Film
Festival (2014), Legacy Garden, and Fair
Trade Friday are all examples of supporting the said topic and living sustainably.
Smith also included current sustainability highlights from the past three weeks
at Saint Mary's. The college has diverted
approximately 30 percent of the school's
waste (regarding to recycling and composting). He hopes that this number will
increase to 50 percent by the end of the
school year. Along with this stat, two new
student life organizations were created:
Green Gaels and the Waste Defense Team,

as well as other on-campus programs such
as Farmigo, the carpool program, and
lighting audits.
Once Smith covered the Encyclical
and sustainability, students were given
time to discuss. The discussion was set
in seminar-style with roughly 21 tables
spread throughout the Moraga Room.
Each table had a discussion leader. All of
the students took the time to analyze and
speak about the Pope's document as well
as other environmental and sustainability issues. Many perspectives were given
during the discussions. Victoria Ball,
first year, said, "We can't have immediate temporary responses. We need to be
careful about the changes we're making
because they need to be the right ones
for the long term." Another group spoke
of the drought. Megan Pineda, second
year, pitched in, "When you look beyond
California, people seem to care less about
the drought ...visitors have the mentality
that the drought is just a joke." When the
discussion session was over, students
were able to share their topics of interest with the entire audience before the
event ended.
Smith emphasized that, "It's amazing
because the Pope acknowledges the real
science of the situation that we are cursee SUSTAINABILITY, page 3

BOOK REVIEW

"The Danish Girl" provides an
engaging and satisfying read
and is expected to be well suited
to the cinema. P.A.Gt: 6
SPORTS

WOMEN'S SOCCER
DROPS TWO MORE

The Gaels losing streak reaches three
after two tough home losses. PAGE 7

MEN'S SOCCER LOSE, TIE
IN TOUGH WEEKEND

Gaels come out with a hard fought
despite tough opponents. PAGE 8
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Native Oak tree in critical condition; undergoes treatment
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For quite some time, the oak
tree in front of the library has
been in poor condition. Students and faculty may have noticed the trench that appeared
around it, and shortly thereafter
the fence preventing anyone
from going near it. The oak tree,
estimated to be approximately
100-120 years old, is in very
critical condition.
Facilities services, along with
the help of a consulting arborist,
Timothy C. Ghirardelli, have
been working on restoring the
tree's health. Michael Flood,
Director of Facilities Services
said that "the issue with the oak
tree is several fold. One of the issues has been that it was getting
a little bit too much water. The
other thing is that it is in a location where it is getting crowded
out by other things." Flood
continued that "there was a lot
of foliage and vegetation there
competing with the oak tree
for nutrients and soil." When

asked about the likelihood of
the oak tree being restored to
health, Flood responded "we're
optimistic but we have to be
realistic too."
Ghirardelli observed that the
two main issues that caused
the damage to the tree included
construction in the surrounding
area and irrigation of the lawn
resulting in clogging which
created anaerobic soil. In his
report, Ghirardelli explains
that "adding to a tree's stress,
turf irrigation drains into the
tree canopy and trunk from

"We're optimistic
but we have to be
realistic too."
three separate turf locations
up slope to the southeast, south
and southwest," furthermore,
that "the cumulative effects of
these alterations that appear
to be decades in process have
resulted in the tree decline we

observe today."
The process of restoration
includes discontinuing irrigation in the surrounding area
and reestablishing drainage
in order to promote healthier
soil. Part of this plan includes
digging the trench, known as
Radial Trenching, that many
have seen and removing the
anaerobic soil and replacing it
with a compost/topsoil blend.
Finally, ifthe process is successful, Ghirardelli writes that they
will "monitor tree performance,
then implement selected pruning and cabling stages to address
weakened structure."
Flood noted that "We had other trees with the same kind of
condition that were restored."
However, he also said,"should
the tree fail we would look at a
replacement tree."
He stated that "Plan A is that
we get the tree back to health,
Plan B is deciding what we
would replace the tree with." In
Ghirardelli's report, he claims
that another native oak tree,
Quercus Agrifolia, would be

the most likely replacement as
it "would lend tribute and appreciation to the former tree."
However, before the new tree
would be planted, further work
would have to be done in terms
of making certain that the irrigation system and soil are
restored.
Above all else, Flood emphasized "the oak tree is such
a beacon and it's been there
for so many years we'd like to
restore it." He added "we're
committed to our environment
as part of our mission around
sustainability" and that "we
want to make sure we are good
stewards to the landscape and to
the property and it's something
that adds to the story of Saint
Mary's College."
Others that have been involved in the project include
Dan Mercado, from Mercado
Landscaping and Alfredo Gonzalez, grounds manager at Saint
Mary's. Gonzalez has been involved in the process of executing the consulting arborist's
recommendations.

Saint Mary's welcomes students from Japan
BY EVELYN MINAISE
EDiTOP-IN-CHlf:.;

Last Tuesday, September 15,
Saint Mary's College students
and Japanese students alike
joined over food and information to share a final event for the
Science and Society program.
The three-week program hosted
by the Center for International
Programs began on August 24 to
welcome fifteen Japanese students from Waseda and Osaka to
Saint Mary's and to the United
States as a whole, providing them
the opportunity for a brief study
abroad experience and with Saint
Mary's students the opportunity
to make global friendships.
The program is filled with
Bay Area exploration as well
as being paired up with a Saint
Mary's student to give them
a day-in-the-life depiction of
life as a Saint Mary's student

through a science-related lens.
Sophomore Camille Schonfeld,
biology-psychology split major,
was approached by her Resident
Director from last year asking if
she'd like to help with the program and be a Japanese student's
"buddy;" Japanese students are
paired with Saint Mary's students with whom they participated in activities. Schonfeld had
previously traveled to Japan, so
she was happy to be on the other
side of someone's foreign experience. She enjoyed witnessing the
"culture infusion" and seeing science bring the groups together as
they partook in American activities, like bowling, basketball, and
local travel trips, like to the San
Francisco Academy of Science
and the San Jose Tech Museum.
The program is aimed towards
the science department as many
of the students presented projects on how science can solve so-

cial problems. Japanese students
presented on the possibilities of
space colonies and smart homes,
among other science-related
topics. However, not all the Saint
Mary's buddies were science majors. Sophomore Ryan Connolly
is a Global Business major with
a Spanish minor, and this was
his second year participating in
the program. He enjoys being
involved in it because of "how
quickly we all connect and become good friends, even though
we come from much different
backgrounds, different parts of
the world, and speak different
languages."
Connolly's buddy Takuya Kanda is also a sophomore, studying
Mechanical Engineering. His
first time in the U.S., Takada
chose to participate in the program for more exposure to the
English language but enjoyed
learning about American culture

along the way.
Both Saint Mary's students
and Japanese students learned
a lot about social customs and
values. Schonfeld notes that a
Jot of the buddies made fun of
American greetings. Connolly
learned about Japanese culture,
phrases, and judo moves. Kanda
enjoyed learning aboutAmerican
social customs and noted that
his buddy, Connolly, was "very
friendly and famous!"
Connolly notes, "The interactions, conversations, and experiences you share, whether hosting
someone from another country
or traveling to another country,
truly do change your life and expand your global perspectives."
To learn more about Science
and Society and related programs,
contact the Center for International Programs at studyabroad@
stmarys-ca.edu, located in Br.
Jerome West.

9/13/2015
8:55 a.m.
Incident: Theft of Property
Synopsis: Missing grill from front
of vehicle in De La Salle Parking
Lot; suspended

ties Services

Cri.me Beat
The Collegian is the official newspaper of Saint Mary's
College, published weekly. exceptduringexamination
periods and academic recesses. The Collegian reserves

the right to bold and edit all submitted materials,
solicited and unsolicited. The Collegian's Editorial
Board is comprised ofall oversight staff members. Other
opinions expressed are not necessarily endorsed by The
Collegian, its contributors and/ or advertisers.Advertisers do not necessariJy reflect the view of The Collegian.
The Collegian strives for accuracy and fairness in the
reporting of news. If a report is wrong or misleading, a
request for a correction or clarification may be made.

"To act upon one's convictions while others wait,
To create a pDsitiveforce in a world
u1here cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn't available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice-"
-TED TURNER

9/10/2015
11:00 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Experiment in lab set off
alarm in Brousseau Hall-no fire,
smoking, or scorching; referred
to Facilities Services
9/10/2015
10:21 p.m.
Incident: Burglary Alarm
Synopsis: Building was armed
while a staff member was still
present in building at Rheem
Campus; referred to Facilities
Services
·
9/10/2015
9:40 a.m.
Synopsis: Follow Up-Outside
Agency Assistance
Incident: Hit and run off campus;
referred to Lafayette Police Department
9/11/2015
9:25 a.m.
Incident: Medical Assistance
Synopsis: Stubbed toe in Thille

Hall-transported to Health and
Wellness; referred to Dean of
Students Office and Health &
Wellness
9/11/2015
4:00 p.m.
Incident: Illegal Trash Dumping
Synopsis: Furniture, Garden Hose
and Mattresses dumped in dirt
parking lot west of the softball
field; referred to Facilities Services
9/11/2015
10:00 p.m.
Incident: Handbook Violation
Synopsis: Possession of Alcohol in
De La Salle Hall; referred to Dean
of Student's Office
9/12/2015
1:36 p.m.
Incident: Theft
Synopsis: Stop sign missing from
post in Mission Road & San Miguel
Circle; referred to Facilities Services

9/14/2015
6:25 p.m.
Incident: Medical Assistance
Synopsis: Student transported to
John Muir by parent; referred to
Dean of Student's Office, CAPS,
and Health & Wellness
9/14/2014
9:15 p.m.
Incident: Battery
Synopsis: Biting in first year residence hall; referred to Dean of
Student's Office and Moraga Police
9/15/2015
1:09 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Food cooking and
burning set off the alarm-no fire,
scorching or smoke; referred to
Dean of Students Office and Facili-

9/16/2015
12:55 a.m.
Incident: Medical Assist
Synopsis: Shower door shattered
in Ageno West, student received
lacerations-no transport; referred
to Dean of Student's Office, Health
& Wellness & Facilities Services
9/16/2015
11:57 a.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Cooking and burnt
steak-no fire, smoke, or scorching
in Thille Hall; referred to Dean
of Student's Office and Facilities
Services
9/16/2015
7:15 p.m.
Incident: Information Report
Synopsis: Off campus vehicle
collision in San Rafael with SMC
vehicle; referred to Facilities Services & Loss Prevention
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NEWS
SUSTAINABILITY:· Relating SMC goals with solutions to the environment
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

rently in. He uses an entirely different 'lens' to deliver the whole
environment issue; he doesn't
use the data and stats that we
typically see when it comes to

climate, sustainability.. .it's an
entirely new perspective." He
continued to explain, after being asked why Laudato Si was
so critical to college students

(specifically to Saint Mary's
students), that "for a Jong time,
our definition of 'community'
here at Saint Mary's has been
people-centric. The document

helps to establish the fact that
communities involve ecosystems
and Mother Earth. 'Enter to
learn, leave to serve' will expand
to the environment around us."

Party Safe Program encourages responsible alcohol usage
BY DANIEL CONMY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Health and Wellness Center has teamed up with Public
Safety to bring to the campus the
Responsible Host Program. This
initiative was brought to light to
give students a chance to host
fun, safe parties sanctioned by
the school.
Irene Umipig, Assistant Director for Health Promotion and
Education is one of the founders
of this new program that will continue to be implemented this year.
"The Responsible Host program
is a party safe training which will
provide students the knowledge
and skill set to have safe social
gatherings on campus," Umipig
says. "It's a program primarily
promoted to undergraduate students. By attending a Responsible
Host Training, students will unlock the opportunity to host social
get-togethers in community space

while also properly equipping students with on-campus resources
and the ability to manage the
environment and their attending
guests."
Once you attend a meeting, you
are added to a list of registered
hosts and have the ability to throw
a sanctioned party. Before the
party happens, hosts will have to
fill out a form request for the party
date and location. This will be approved if the space you are asking
for is available at that time.
Umipig and others started this
program because of some confusion about the alcohol policy
on the Saint Mary's campus.
"The program initially stemmed
from focus groups that revealed
most students misperceived the
current alcohol policy," Umipig
says. "A misnomer that the campus was a dry campus, meaning
that no alcohol was allowed on
campus, was leading students to
create a covert culture of drink-

ing. This covert culture can lead
to higher rates of binge drinking,
sometimes-medical transports,
and bad decision-making. This
program was created to help correct these beliefs by educating
students about current policies,
connecting them with supportive
resources, and assisting them in
coordinating safe and responsible
social gatherings on campus."
The Responsible Host Program
is a part of the Gaels Party Safe
initiative that has taken shape
on campus. This branch hopes to
bring a culture of awareness and
education to prevent harm from
too much alcohol usage.
Adan Tejada, Chief and Director
of Public Safety, recognized a possible great partnership with the
Responsible Host Program. "We
are interested in helping students
have safe, fun events," Tejada
says. "Alcohol isn't necessary to
have fun, but for folks who are 'of
age' and want to have alcohol at a

party, there should be safe ways
to do it." Safety is the key measure
of this program, but along with
safety, there are plenty of other
benefits from using this program.
Ifall attendees are above the age
of21, then alcohol will be permitted at the gathering. Umipig also
discussed that more information
will be handed out during training
and there will be other incentives
for students to use this resource.
"Party packs will be provided to
Responsible Hosts as an incentive for having a Responsible Host
party," Umipig says. "These Party
Packs will include food, alcohol
alternative drinks, and party
supplies which are sponsored
through a partnership between
Student Life and Sodexo Dining
Services."
The Responsible Host Program
hopes to bring students knowledge and understanding of the alcohol policy on campus, as well as
a safe, fun space to throw a party.

Camp
l

Campus
Calendar
Informal Curriculum (103):
CalShakes Interactive Theater
Workshop2
Tuesday, September 22
11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Lafayette
Room
Contact Jose Feito
jfeito@stmarys-ca.edu
Texts & Teaching: Arendt
Tuesday, September 22nd
12 p.m. -1 p.m.
Faculty Staff Dining Room
Contact Jose Feito
jfeito@stmarys-ca.edu
Climate Change: Challenges,
Solutions and the Pope's Call
to Action
Tuesday, September 22
7 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Claeys
Lounge
Contact Riley Smith
rms7@stmarys-ca.edu
Leadership Department Open
House
Wednesday, September 23
6:30 pm.-8:30 p.m.
De La Salle Hall: Hagerty Lounge
Contact Leadership Department
leadership@stmarys-ca.edu
Friend Feud
Thursday, Septrneber 24th
8 p.m.-llp.m.
Location; TBA
Contact Marysela Padilla
cabdirector@stmarys-ca.edu

SAINT MARY'S STUDY ABROAD program students in Rome watch a gondola travel down the Grand Canal and visit II Colosseo during their time away from campus, students claim that the view is breathtaking whether viewed during the day or night. (Alexa Gambero/COLLEGIAN)

AUGUSTINE HALL RESIDENTS gather together and show their sense of community while enjoying
each other's company. (Adriana Avila/COLLEGIAN)

LEADERSHIP SUMMIT brings representative from every student organization on campus to discuss
what it entails to run a successful club/organization .. (Evelyn Minaise/COLLEGIAN)

IS THERE A CAMPUS EVENT YOU'D LIKE
TO SHARE WITH US IN A SIMPLE AND
EASY WAY? Send us a campus snapshot!
smccol/egian@gmail.com

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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OPINION
2nd Republican debate revolves around political outsiders

AM RICA

DONALD TRUMP AND JEB BUSH banter back and forth on the stage of Ronald Regan Presidential Library. (Courtesy of National Journal)

BY DEAN BOERNER
5 A \

he second Republican debate
confirmed that the absurdity and melodrama of the first
debate back in early August is
here to stay for the remainder of
the Republican candidate race.
While news networks like Fox
and CNN are salivating over the
great ratings these events draw,
the lack of substance combined
with the endless ad hominem
back-and-forth-mostlygenerated
by Trump's presence - is cause for
concern. Rather than discussing
actual concerns and solutions to
our country's problems, topics
ranged from Trump's invective
to Carly Fiorina's looks to Jeb
Bush's wife. Essentially, these
Republican presidential debates

T

have turned into highly overblown
reality television. It's like Donald
Trump has brought the environment of "The Apprentice" with
him to the debate stage. And, there
would be nothing wrong with that
if there wasn't so much at stake.
The dynamic in the Republican
field between political outsiders
and those entrenched within the
political system continues to be
an important theme. Trump is the
most well-known of these noncareer politicians, but Carly Fiorina and Ben Carson have proven
to be formidable candidates as
well. Out of the sixteen candidates
currently in the race, th e TrumpCarson -Fiorina triumvirate of
political inexperience constitutes
at least 50 percent of support in
most polls of likely Republican
voters. Much of this success can

be attributed to their advantage
in the debates. While career politicians like Bush, Walker, Cruz,
and Rubio are forced to battle
each other on substantive policy
issues and pertinent political
track records, Fiorina and Trump
are merely questioned on their
past business dealings. Fiorina
endured a controversial tenure
as CEO of Hewlett-Packard and
some of Trump's subsidiaries
declared bankruptcy, but these
issues don't directly relate to a political reputation like a Governor's
time in office does. Carson may be
at an even greater advantage than
Trump or Fiorin a, as the retired
neurosurgeon has no political or
business record to speak of.
As expected, last Wednesday's
debate scene revo lved around
Donald Trump. As he was man-

ning t he center of the stage due
to his lead in the polls, t h e tensions between candidates came to
fruition. Before the debate, Trump
voiced his doubt of the "face" of a
Carly Fiorina presidency. Trump
later claimed that he was referring
to the success of a hypothetical
Fiorina administration and not
negatively commenting on her
looks. Either way, CNN jumped at
the opportunity to use that material as fodder for television drama.
Fiorina, masterfully balancing
a response between confrontation and acceptance, stated that
women across the country would
understand exactly what Donald
Trump meant. To secure whatever portion of the female vote he
has, Trump uncharacteristically
complemented the looks of Fiorina. How this concerns the fate
of the United States of America,
however, is difficult to say.
The first45 minutes or so of the
debate lacked any sort of questions about actual political issues,
and the candidates were given free
rein to bludgeon each other with
unimportant, albeit entertaining,
insults. Almost right off the bat,
in a non sequitur completely out
of left field, Trump took aim at
Rand Paul. He cited not only his
mediocre poll standings but also
his looks. Later in the debate,
Jeb Bush was prodded by the
moderators to confront Trump
about remarks regardingColumba
Bush, Jeb Bush's wife. Bush decisively requested an apology from
Trump fo r insinuating that Bush's
Mexican-American wife had any
sway in his immigration policy.
Trump, who's never been too keen
on apologies, basically scoffed at
the idea, stating that he had said

nothing wrong in the fi rst place.
Several of th e candidates did
seem to b e focused on the substan tive issu es wh en they were
brou gh t up. J eb Bush outlined
what his immigration plan would
look like, Marco Rubio adroitly
demonstrated a knowledge for
both foreign policy and immigration, and Rand Paul succinctly
expressed his logical views on
intervention in the Middle East
and marijuana legalization. There
was even a discussion on the importance of the 10th amendment.
The problem is that many of the
candidates who put forth realistic
solutions for these issues don't
garner the support that the political outsiders have been getting.
Carson, regarded by many voters
as the quintessential, uncorrupted
non-politician, was content with
advocating for miniscule taxes and
cracking jokes about his career as
a doctor. Fiorina often jumped
into the mix of substantive debate,
but her answers didn't surmount
to much more than expanding
the already prodigious military
budget and not talking to Putin.
These are talking points that draw
crowds into a frenzy, but they
are generalities, not real-world
solutions.
And then there's Donald Trump,
who's proven that no matter how
much of a jerk you are, if you're
rich and say things with charisma
and assertiveness, people will
salute you for your honesty. If
anything was learned from this
second Republican presidential
debate, it's that voters are exhausted with the talking points of
conventional politicians. It only
makes sense to expect more success from the political outsiders.

Forgo your typical European vacation: expand your horizons
BY CAMILLA MARAIS
COi\ R BU-ING VvRITER

rystal clear waters, exceptional cuisine, neighborly
locals, and a taste of overseas
culture: these are a few of the
desires travelers crave when
dreaming up their next adventures abroad. France, the
United States, Spain, China, and
Italy remain the most popular
visitation sites for adventurers
around the world. But, on the
other hand, how many whitesand beaches and mouth-watering dishes are overlooked for another trip to the Eiffel Tower or
one more round of Barcelona's
tapas? With the help of Forbes
magazine, here's a list of the Top
5 travel destinations you didn't
know you were missing out on:
5. Latvia: Lush forests and diverse wildlife populate this overlooked gem, located on the Baltic
Sea. Here one can experience
some of the quintessential tourist attractions without the packs
of international guests with
you. The country's capital city
of Riga is home to breathtaking
architecture from the German
Art Nouvea~ age, hosting picturesque cobblestone structures
and a charismatic bar scene. Half
an hour from the capital is the
adorable beach town, Jiirmala,
where tourists can brush up on
the nation's history at the Eth-

C

nographic Museum.
4 . Romania: It's home to a
handful of the most history-rich
treas ures in Europe, including
medieval towns, the Carpathian
Mountains, castles, and the Danube River. This diverse country
has something for everyone.
From historic art museums to
mountain resorts with fantastic
skiing, Romania also borders
the Black Sea, where you will
find dreamy tropical beaches.
No vacation would be .complete
without a culinary adventure,
and Romania won't disappoint
with its traditional cuisine of
pol en ta, veal and, beef cabbage
rolls.
3. Jordan: Over 85 percent
desert, Jordan boasts stunning
red sands, lush northern hills
teeming with olive trees, and
plains of stony basalt. As a part
of the land that bridges Europe,
Africa, and Asia, Jordan is also
home to very rich biblical and
cultural history. The capital city,
Amman, is home to a deeply hospitable culture, where tourists
shouldn't be surprised by invitations into local homes for tea or
even a meal. And with one of the
most prominent Mediterranean
culinary cultures, you won't
leave without eating delicious
hummus, baba ghanouj, and
falafel to your heart's content.
2. Slovenia: Stretching from
the Alps to the Mediterranean,

LOCATED IN THE RILSKA RIVER VALLEY, the picturesque Rila Monastery is surrounded by Bulgaria's natural beauty. (Courtesy of wikipmedia.org)

Slovenia is bordered by Italy
on the west and Croatia on the
east. Home to the Julian Alps
and the River Kolpa, tourists
have the opportunity to explore
some of the most breathtaking natural scenes in Europe.
For the sommeliers out there,
Slovenia has an amazing selection of local wines, both red and
white. The lush Karst landscape
hosts a captivating golf course,
where the athletically inclined
can continue to appreciate the
picturesque countryside.

1. Bulgaria: Trip Advisor
cannot help but boast about the
treasures Bulgaria has to offer
for every type of traveler: "From
wild, wooded mountain ranges
speckled with remote villages
and enchanting monasteries to
vibrant modern cities and long
sandy beaches hugging the Black
Sea coast, Bulgaria rewards exploration." For the history buffs,
incandescent paintings of saints
adorn the medieval Orthodox
churches and monasteries. Due
to it's extensive history, tourists

get to savor civilization ruins
that harbor signs of Greek and
Hellenistic colonization. Of
course, for those who would
rather work on their tan than
explore ancient monuments,
the Black Sea coast hosts prime
water sport and relaxation hot
spots.
These five destinations will
not only broaden your cultural
repertoire, but they will also
inspire you to travel to corners
of the world that you never expected to.
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OPINION
Sanders addresses conservative crowd at Liberty University
BY JACOB TURNROSE
CULTURE EDITOR

P

olitical polarization has
found a happy home in the
world's oldest, continuous, democracy. Why have the Republicans done everything in (and out
of) their power to stop the Iran
Deal? Why is Donald Trump
leading the GOP race? And why
do Republicans use such strong
language when condemning
Planned Parenthood, the nation's biggest catalyst for public
women's healthcare? Ideological
differences play a part in this
behavior of course, but the issue
runs deeper.
In many ways, the Washington
of late has grounded itself in a
particular way of dealing with
opposition: legislative, executive, and judicial steam-rolling.
For instance, the Affordable
Care Act, also called Obamacare, was hastily assembled
and rocketed through Congress
despite significant opposition.
The Obama Administration has
been defined by his opposition
for its single-handed action.
However, the conservative backlash against the Democratic
party has only caused more polarization. It seems thatthe GOP
leaders look for new ways to try
and repeal or undermine Obamacare every month. This attack

and defense style of legislation
is, unacceptably, warlike.
While Washington can't wait
for unanimous support cin every
law, more debate and conversation could lead to more inclusive, or at least more respectfully accepted, laws passed.
An example of this type of
political behavior was seen in
Lynchburg, Virginia with the
unlikely pairing of an evangelical Christian college and a
74-year-old Democratic Socialist. Last Monday, Bernie Sanders
accepted and followed through
on invitation to speak at one of
Liberty University's convocations.
It is no doubt that Liberty University founded itself on conservative principles. At one point,
its doctrinal statement was,
"(having a) strong commitment
to political conservatism, total
rejection of socialism and firm
support for America's economic
system of free enterprise." In
2008, when Liberty students
started their College Democrats
club, it was unrecognized by the
college in 2009. Liberty University has had a long history of
isolating itself in an evangelical
utopia.
However, everything about
Liberty's hosting of Sanders,
the self-proclaimed "Democratic Socialist" and arguably

the Democratic Party frontrunner, goes against the trend of
polarization. While Hillary Clinton, Barrack Obama, and other
democrats have been invited to
speak at convocation, none have
accepted. Sanders was the first.
What these candidates viewed
as a waste, Sanders viewed as an
opportunity to include the other
side in his campaign.
At the beginning of his speech,
Democratic Party candidate
stated, "I came here today because I believe, from the bottom
of my heart, that it is vitally important for those of us who hold
different views to be able to engage in a civil discourse." While
Sanders and Liberty differ on
many issues, including abortion
and gay rights, the two entities
and the ideologies they represent were able to talk through
their differences. He stated his
views honestly and Liberty students listened respectfully.
Sanders urged both Liberty
students and conservative Republicans alike to consider the
issues beyond gay marriage and
abortion. Specifically, Sanders
talked about the unjust income
disparity between the ultrarich and the average American
worker. This is a major issue, and
the GOP, as a whole, acts like it
doesn't exist.
After his speech, Liberty stu-

Courtesy of Red A lert Politics

dents were able to pose questions to the candidate through
a moderator. One such question
revolved around the completely
divided and touchy issue of
abortion. Once again, the question was posed respectfully,
and Sanders responded with
an equal amount of respect. No
strong arm tactics, no steamrolling through another's opinion.
The behavior of Liberty students and the respectful but
probing Q&A session was exactly
the type of civil discourse that
Sanders called for. More than
that, this entire event shows a
willingness for understanding

and cooperation from both sides
of the political spectrum. While
there were no mutually voiced
calls for action at this convocation, this was not the original
goal. For Sanders, the goal was
to voice his campaign message
to all who will listen. For Liberty,
it was to shed its rather isolationist past. Nonetheless, this
convocation is a start to how we,
as a country, should behave in
regards to politics. Further political polarization will lead into
deeper division, but constant
conversation leads the way to
mutual understanding, as well as
the possibility for more unified,
bipartisan action.

Summer isn't "all that" Federal taxes seek to serve the 1 percent
BY ALEXA GAMBERO
COPY EDITOR

Ienjoymanythings,
but summer is
not one of them. So, when school
ends and flocks of people take advantage of their vacation days to
soak up the sun, I stay home in the
air conditioning and wait for the
most horrible time of year to end.
Sure, there are plenty of activities I
could be taking part in-swimming,
building sand castles, barbecuing-but I tend to avoid them on
account that they all take place
outside. Outside is where the sun
is, and we are enemies. The sun has
an exhausting effect on me. Going
outside to get the mail becomes a
struggle. Maybe, if my home was
anywhere near a large body ofwater that could provide a breeze and
occasional nighttime temperatures
below 85 degrees, my opinions
would be different. However, in
the heart of the Central Valley,
summertime is defined by ghastly
air quality, swamp coolers, bugs
crawling into homes, asthmatic
cough attacks, and temperatures
above 105 degrees.
As I mentioned before, summertime pretty much guarantees
one or more trips to the beach.
Taking vacations is pleasant, and I
always feel lucky to have the opportuni ty to visit other cities. In terms
ofbeach vacations, my favorite spot
is Morro Bay. It is quiet and cloudy.
Even when I visit this glorious
place, I refuse to go into the freezing ocean because I do not want to
disturb the habitat of some of the
most threatening animals on earth.
Sharks do not typically reside in
shallow water, I know, but that
doesn't mean they can't find me.
The cool, wet sand is sometimes
pleasant, but I don't even like to

think about how much people and
animal waste has been recycled
into those germy grains. My favorite things to do at the beach are
reading and eating seafood, both
which can be executed flawlessly
under some sort of shade, shielded
from the sun.
To support my point, here's a
list of common college student activities that are better when you do
them from the comfort of indoors:
l. Napping: First of all, there will
likely be a bug-free piece of furniture that will support you while you
partake in this activity. Also, you
can use a blanket without turning
yourself into a steamy roast.
2. Watching television: Obviously, your TV or tablet or laptop
won't overheat because you'll be
covered by a roof.
3. Eating: There is no wrong
place to eat food, except inside a
church or bathroom, but knowing
that a dozen flies won't surround
your meal as soon as you go to take
your first bite makes the pleasure
of food consumption indoor-exelusive.
4. Reading: This usually leads
to napping. Refer to point number
one.
As any reader can probably
gather, I do not like summertime
because of the heat, and I much
prefer to station myself indoors
when temperatures rise above 80
degrees. So, I am relieved summer
is ending. I can't wait to start wearingjackets and boots and pants and
sleeves. I'm excited to eat hot foods
without feeling like my insides
are burning. I am glad to return to
school. Being a full-time student
is enjoyable. Being able to handle
my life without being constantly
sweaty is enjoyable. Summertime
is not.

BY CAMILLA MARAIS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
w i t h four out of five college students working
part-time minimum wage jobs,
the concept of cashing our own
checks is something most of us
deal with on a monthly basis.
With this comes an issue that
grabs our attention: the chunk
of our salary that is annexed in
the name of federal taxes.
While we can point fingers at
this deduction for aiding in our
broke college student status, the
rest of the United States population isn't too thrilled with the
system either. A survey from the
online news source People Press
reports that the public sees the
nation's tax system as deeply
flawed: 59 percent say "there is
so much wrong with the federal
tax system that Congress should
completely change it." Just 38
percent think the system "works
pretty well" and requires "only
minor changes." But what about
current Federal Tax System has
got the American population
so frustrated? Is it the amount
of taxes we are required to pay
each month, the percentage of
our deductions, or the fact that
we have to pay taxes at all? Actually, it's none of these.
Studies from People Press
have shown that American's top
complaint when it comes to our
Federal taxation system is the
"feeling that some corporations
and wealthy people do not pay
their fair share of taxes." Compared to the major corporations
and wealthier percentage of our
population, the public feels that
there's a definite imbalance. In
fact, this belief has been brew-

ing in the public mind since a
similar New York Times survey
was done in 2011. President
Obama has addressed this dissatisfaction by introducing his
emphasis on "middle-class economics," but his redistribution
policy has yielded mixed results
and limited progress.
Is our complaint for unequal

Our country has
outgrown our
taxation system.
tax payments among the lower,
middle, and upper classes a valid
one? Statistics from CNBC show
it might be. The study, from the
Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy, found that, "virtually every state's tax system is
fundamentally unfair, taking a
much greater share of income
from low- and middle-income
families than from wealthy
families." It added that state and
local tax systems are "indirectly
contributing to growing income
inequality by taxing low- and
middle-income households at
significantly higher rates than
wealthy taxpayers."
Basically, our taxation systern is backwards. As the study
states, "the poorest 20 percent
of Americans paid an average
of 10.9 percent of their income
in state and local taxes and the
middle 20 percent of Americans paid 9.4 percent. The top
one percent, meanwhile, pay
only 5.4 percent of their income to state and local taxes."
How can this be fair? As, CNBC
stated, "any analysis of'fairness'

should include the whole tax
system, not just one part of it."
So what can be done to appease the dissatisfied American
population? The Wall Street
Journal suggests starting the
tax market from scratch. They
explain, "Here's why we have
to start over with the tax code.
From 2001 until 2010, there
were at least 4,430 changes
to tax laws-an average of one
'fix' a day-always promising
more fairness, more simplicity or more growth stimulants.
And every year the Internal
Revenue Code grows absurdly
more incomprehensible, as if it
were designed as a jobs program
for accountants, IRS agents,
and tax attorneys." Basically,
our country has outgrown our
taxing system. The imbalance
we are all feeling from federal
tax deductions is bred from an
outdated system that yields the
imbalance of taxation. As the
Wall Street Analysis states, "the
American people see the rot in
the system that is degrading our
economy day after day and want
it to end."
The good news of the situation is that all of our upcoming
presidential candidates are
aware of the situation at hand.
In fact, one of the writers for the
Wall Street Journal referenced
in the previous paragraph before is Sen. Paul, a republican
from Kentucky who is participating in the presidential race.
So while our nation might grit
its teeth this month when we see
that lovely deduction cutting
through our check, we can hold
onto the hope that our taxation
structures will change for the
'better in days to come.
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American
Kitchen

The Danish Girl explores the complexity of transgenderism
BY TERRILYN HO
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American Kitchen is a small,
charming restaurant lauded for its
friendly atmosphere and homestyle food.
Residing in Lafayette Circle
along with Chow and Roam, AK is
"located in a historic 80 year-old
farmhouse in downtown Lafayette,
and run by long time Lamorinda
resident Victor Ivry." It's the quintessential food joint for those who
want something high quality, yet
laid back and friendly.
There are various aspects of
American Kitchen that distinguish itself from other restaurants.
There's an inside bar with several
great craft and macro beers on tap,
and an open outdoor patio with a
fire pit. The patio tables nearest
to the sidewalk are shaded by a big
oak tree, that gives the restaurant a
nostalgic, small town feel. Around
dusk, the lights turn on and the
restaurant becomes a warm, lit up
piece of home.
The restaurant's intrinsic vibe is
welcoming. TheAmericanKitchen
is a place where everyone is your
friend. The staff here treat you
like family, from the approachable
servers to Victor, the maitre d'. He
can be seen at the front door ready
to welcome you in fo r a home-style
meal.
Aside from the ambiance, the
Kitchen's food is phenomenal; it
has a warm, home cooked feel to
it. If you were to come home after
a long while and finally sit down to
a genuinely, mom-made, fresh and
savory dinner, American Kitchen is
the closest thing.
From four distinct types of sliders
to a specially crafted kids menu,
American Kitchen has something
for everyone. The coolest part
though? Their daily specials.
They have a special menu with
each day of the week featuring a
diffe rent variety of option s for a
certain food, from Burger and Beer
Monday, to its newest conception,
Mac and Cheese Wednesday. For
you beer connoisseurs, Thursday
night is the Beer Garden. One brewery per week will come along with
some representatives to showcase
a few of their brews. It's a chance
for them to gain popularity and
a chance for American Kitchen
regulars to experience some really
great beer.
The appetizers are a special treat,
featuring Sweet Potato Nachos
and Fried Bread N' Butter Pickles.
There are a variety of great entrees to choose. From Spaghetti N'
Meatballs to Beer Battered Shrimp
Tacos. You also have the option
to pair an entree with any of the
seven delicious sides, Il)Y side of
choice being the polenta. The dessert here is amazing. My favorite is
theAffogato,amixtureofvanillaice
cream and espresso. There's also an
assortment of pies and the notable
salted caramel pudding.
American Kitchen is not just a
great place for you and your friends,
but it's horne-y vibe is perfect for
when your parents come to town.
Important to consider, with parents
weekend looming just a few weeks
away.
With its warm ambiance and delectable food, American Kitchen is
definitely a Larnorinda institution.

In David Ebershoff's riveting
biographical-fiction novel, "The
Danish Girl;' we are introduced to
the refined and endearing woman
that is Lili Elbe. Her delicate and
mysterious demeanor draws in the
readers, leaving more to be discovered. The catch? She is the one of
the first individuals to undergo sexreassignment surgery.
The story that Ebershoff weaves
integrates both real-life experiences
from Elbe and fictional elements
that intertwine to create, not only
an intriguing narrative, but one that
provides insight into the world of
transgenderism. In addition, Ebershoff skillfully depicts the conflicts
found in relationships, peers, and
societal pressures.
Before Lili Elbe came into being,
the shy, slightly aloofEinar Wegener
is a doting, considerate husband to
his wife, Greta. As a painter, Greta
requests for her husband to try on
women's attire for the sake of art
and then decides to finish the rest
of a painting with her husband as
reference. Einar complies and slips
on a frilly dress, stockings, and a pair

of high heels, as well as a newfound
identity. In the spur of the moment,
Greta innocently suggests, "Why
don't we call you Lili?" A spark of
recognition ignites within Einar and
he comes to find a hidden side ofhim
that has finally come to light.
Throughout the span of six years,
Ebershoff effectively relays a tale
of transition, where Einar must
go through extensive surgical and
psychological changes, includinghis
first attempt at sex-reassignment
surgery. In the process, we see Einar
grow and evolve into his own skin
while trying to juggle his struggling
relationship with Greta, as well as
the pervasive societal stigmatism
directed towards Einar's transformation.
The struggles that Einar faces
show that he is torn between two
sides: contempt for his biological
sex and yearning for a blossoming
identity.Eventually,itishiswifewho
is able to convince and support him
in his decision to receive the surgery.
He forms a new kind of relationship
with his wife; one that is loving and
caring. Albeit with Einar's progression into becoming Lili, their relationship ultimately progresses from
one ofromance to one of friendship.

EDDIE REDMAYNE in the film adaptation of "The Danish Girl." (Courtesy of The Independent)

With the release of the upcoming
trailer, "The Danish Girl" is being
adapted into a film that is already in
talks of becoming a potential Oscar
nominee for Best Picture. Oscar
award-winning actor, Eddie Redmayne, will be starring in the leading
role of EinarjLili. Alicia Vikander,
best known for her role in the Oscarnominated film, A Royal Affair, will
be portraying Greta.
Subsequently, the topic of transgenderism still remains as touchy
territory for many actors and there
is criticism that Redmayne will
not have the adequate experience
needed to portray such a complex

persona. Many argue that his cisgender background will clash with
the transgender character he must
pull off, but despite the criticism,
it is important to remember that
the main goal of acting is to depict a
person you are not.
By November 27, viewers will be
able to determine whetherthe movie
lives up to the book, which will be an
incredibly tall order, seeing as how
"The Danish Girl" is undeniably intriguing and gives insight into a topic
that up until recently was taboo. It
is an eye-opening novel that incites
sympathy and fascination through
the eyes of a renewed woman.

New York Fashion Week: Scott, Kanye and social justice all featured
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KERBY JEAN-RAYMOND'S new collection featu res th emes of the Black Lives Matter movement, blending social justice into fa shion. (Courtesy of Fusion)

BY BRANDEN QUEZADA
JTL..Jl, '1v RI, ER
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This year's New York Fashion
Week featured the works of
many big names, as well some
notable up and corning designers.
As always, much anticipation
awaited designer Jeremy Scott's
collection reveal. Hailed as "The
People's Designer," Scott's new
collection featured inspiration
from the 1960's time period. The
women's pieces nodded to the
gogo girls of the 1960's while the
men's pieces featured bright,
vibrant colors and even cartoon
character faces. Overall, Scott's
collection was very pop art. It
was bold, and colorful; similar
to what you may see in an Andy

Warhol print.
Another big name in this
year's fashion week was Kanye
West, who got attention for
the debut of his second collection: Yeezy season 2. Many
stars were in attendance for
Kanye's runway show, including Drake, Jaden Smith, Miguel,
Tyga, Pusha T, Kim Kardashian,
Ricardo Tisci, and none other
than Vogue's own Anna Wintour.
Kanye's new collection featured
a lighter tone to the garments
while still reflecting a militaristic tone seen in his last collection, but with less camouflage
prints. Body mesh suits were
the main feature for women,
while for the men it was the long
coats. Along with new garments,
Kanye also introduced new col-

ors for the Yeezy 750 and 350
Boosts. West revealed two new
colorways of the 750 boost, one
in a light shaded maroon, and
the other in a dark black color
way. Both appeared to feature
a somewhat translucent sole.
The new 350 boost color way revealed was an all-white version
of the shoe, which Kanye has
been spotted wearing before.
Among the notable up and
coming designers was 28-yearold Kerby Jean-Raymond and
his collection for Pyer Moss.
Jean-Raymond revealed a collection inspired by the "Black
Lives Matter" movement. JeanRayrnond, an African-American
male, intended for his fashion
show to be about defying stereotypes and redefining the black

narrative in America. Specifically, he sought to address and
reflect on the current rising
issues of police brutality in
America. Before models began
walking down the runway, an
opening video played unsettling images of police brutality
and featured guest interviews
making political statements.
The garments themselves were
exquisite, and featured phrases
such as "I can't breath." The
garments also featured the
names of many unarmed African Americans killed by police
officers such as Michael Brown
and Eric Garner. In total, JeanRaymond's collection was beautiful in how it made such a loud
statement using such a silent
medium: fashion.
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SPORTS
Volleyball falls in straight sets

Sports
this week

Golden Bears, Cardinal too much for Saint Mary's on the road
WOMEN'S SOCCER
BY DANIEL CONMY
LL I, vP- N Cri E,...

When Head Coach Rob Browning made the schedule this year,
he put the players against top
programs from the area. Cal and
Stanford were the opponents
this past weekend. While Saint
Mary's lost in straight sets both
games, the competition was
some of the best they will see
all year.
Cal came into the Friday contest with a superb record and a
sound team. That showed with
the straight set victory against
Saint Mary's. Browning thought
that the team played poorly
though and expected more.
"Tonight was disappointing,"
said coach Browning. "We were
not ourselves for a lot of the
match. We did not take advantage of opportunities that were
right in front of us. I felt that
we let them off the hook in the
second set. All of a sudden we
are in a 0-2 hole and have to
beat a team like this three times
in a row. I think we played better in the third set, but we were
still not quite ourselves. We did
not have much rhythm offensively. We gave them too many
points and squandered too many
opportunities."
While the performance as a
whole was not what the Gaels expected, some Saint Mary's players worked well throughout the
game. Sarah Chase led the Gaels
with 13 kills and 14 digs. Lindsey
Knudsen tacked on seven kills

Sat. @ UC Davis, 1:00 p.m.
The Gaels saw their losing
streak go to three after two
tough losses last weekend.
Saint Mary's dropped games
to Boise State and USC. Anne
Whipple and the Gaels hope
to get things on the right foot
against the Aggies on the road.

as well. The consistency was the
problem throughout the match.

"We played well with
clean contact, but
would fall in and out
of that. We could not
keep it consistent
for the match and
it did not go our
way," said Chase
"I felt like we had some stretches
of Gael volleyball," said Sarah
Chase. "We played well with

clean contact, but we would fall
in and out of that. We could not
keep it consistent for the match
and it did not go our way."
It did not get any easier as the
Gaels traveled to Palo Alto to
take on the Cardinal Saturday
night.
Saint Mary's took on the
eighth best team from Stanford
and did not find much success
once again. Sarah Chase led
the way for the Gaels on the offensive side with nine kills, but
that was nowhere near enough
for the Gaels.
This 10-game stretch ends the
lead up to conference play. Saint
Mary's finished at 5-5, but faced

some of the best competition
on the West coast. Saint Mary's
now opens up conference play
on the road against Portland and
Gonzaga. While the Gaels are a
young team, the improvements
that Head Coach Rob Browning has brought in have helped
greatly to lead them to five wins.
Saint Mary's only need five more
wins to bring them up to their
total from one year ago. The big
matches to look out for during
conference play is the two games
again BYU. Saint Mary's takes on
BYU at home on October 10. The
Cougars were a surprise team in
the NCAA tournament and made
it all the way to the title game.

Women's soccer loses three in a row

Thurs. vs. UC Davis, 4:00 p.m.
Sun.vs.Sacraniento
State, 2:00 p.m.
Saint Mary's was slaughtered
Friday afternoon, 4-1 by a CSUN
team that did not let up. Luckily,
the Gaels came back on Sunday
to tie UC Riverside, but this
team continues to battle itself.
The Gaels need to straighten
it out by the time West Coast
Conference play starts up.
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

A late goal in double overtime by Boise State gives the Gaels a heartbreaking loss
BY ALEX CROOK
<; · P /'vk T~R

The Saint Mary's women's
soccer team is now 5-3-2 after
dropping two games at Saint
Mary's Stadium this past weekend. This marks the second consecutive season the Gaels have
sat at .500 after 10 matches.
The two game series began
Friday afternoon against Boise
State. A scoreless first half did
not yield much offense with
the only two shots, both coming from the Broncos, but the
Broncos were able to earn four
corner kicks.
Action picked up in the second half with Gaels' sophomore
forward Mary Lou Larose being issued a yellow card in the
60th minute, the match's only
warning. The Broncos opened
the scorebook two minutes
later with an unassisted goal
by Kayla Tucker. Saint Mary's
answered with a Hannah Diaz
goal in the 69th minute, and
the two teams finished out the
half to force overtime. It was the
Gaels' fourth extra time game
of the season, and the Broncos'
fourth straight.
Boise tacked on one more
shot in the first extra time, but
neither team was able to capital-

Thurs. @ Portland, 7:00 p.m.
Sat. @ Gonzaga, 12:00 p.m.
The Gaels dropped two games
against top teams in the PAC-12.
Now, it's time for conference
play after performing to a 5-5
mark before conference play.

VAL LAFORGE blocks a shot on Sunday afternoon against USC. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

ize. The second overtime saw
one more shot for the Broncos,
a game-winner from Baylee
Blaser assisted by Tucker and
Michelle Reed, and Saint Mary's
dropped game one by a close
score of 2-1.
Game two came late Sunday
morning as the Gaels hosted
USC, but fell 2-0.
The Gaels' offense churned
out a few scoring chances early
on, but was unable to find the

back of the net. The defense
of Saint Mary's lodged itself in
USC's passing lanes, disrupting
the Trojans' aggressive offensive strategy.
Despite Saint Mary's pesky
defense though, USC broke
through first in the 52nd minute
when Jamie Fink chipped the
ball into the top left corner from
10 yards out. Mandy Freeman
finished the scoring with a 20yard rocket in the 67th minute.

The Trojans were offensive
workhorses Sunday, putting up
24 shots and earning seven corner kicks, all thanks to brilliant
ball movement throughout the
afternoon.
Despite recent struggles,
Gaels' first year head coach
Travis Clarke sees 2015 as a success thus far. "The season overall, considering a lot of injuries
and kind of bad luck that we've
had just with being able to field

our full team, I think it's been
going pretty well," said Clarke,
who replaced Kai Edwards i~
March to become the program's
sixth head coach in its 28-year
history. "We're excited about
conference starting because
we're about to get several key
players back."
The Gaels started their season
well with a 5-0-2 record under
Clarke, but have not won since
beating Nevada in overtime
back on Sept. 6. Saint Mary's
looks to return to winning ways
when they visit UC Davis this
Saturday. The three game losing streak is dangerous territory .
as West Coast Conference play
looms in the near future.
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GO GAELS!

SPORTS
Gaels drop one, tie for first time this season
Mi rn er,
Kendall lead
way in 1-1 tie
against UC
Riverside
BY DANIEL CONMY
t· ) l ' l "' l I
if::.~·

Saint Mary's soccer has seen
better weeks, but the Gaels played
better than box scores will tell you.
The Gaels welcomed Cal State
Northridge in for a game on Friday
afternoon. Saint Mary's started off
strong after a lack of offense output
in Missouri. Earl in the game, Max
Mimer tapped a ball onto Rafael
Sanchez who was able to work past
a defender for a one on one chance
with the goalie. Sanchez blistered a
shot past the goalie into the farright
corner of the net to give the Gaels a
1-0 lead. It looked like Saint Mary's
was going to run away with an easy
victoryfacing off again_st a Matadors
team with one win to their name
this season.
Plans changed quickly as Cal
State Northridge answered back
when a player was taken down in
the box. Lukas Isaacson was given a

WILL KENDALL . (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

yellow card on the play and Trevor
Morley finished the penalty kick
with a shot in the low left corner
of goal. The onslaught was not
over. Five minutes later, Cal State
Northridge was awarded a corner
kick. On the corner, there was a
scramble in the middle of the box,
and Carlos Gonzalez found the ball
and headed it into the net after a
couple deflections for the second

goal for Cal State Northridge. After
the kickoff, the Gaels deteriorated

"I didn't think, overall,
that we played that
poorly. We made some
mistakes that led to
goals and, for a sevenminute stretch, we
didn't show enough
m at urity t o deal with
a difficult situat ion"
and gave up a goal just 24 seconds
later on some lackadaisical passing
on the Saint Mary's side. Gonzalez
jumped on the opportunity and
scored his second goal of the match

making it 3-1.
Head Coach Adam Cooper was
not pleased with the outcome, but
the score did not tell the whole story
for the Gaels. "Although the score
looks bad, it is somewhat flattering
toward Northridge," said coach
Cooper. "I didn't think, overall, that
we played that poorly. We made
some mistakes that led to goals
and, for a seven-minute stretch, we
didn'tshowenoughmaturityto deal
with a difficult situation. We need to
find more consistency and be able to
maintain our level of performance
for 90 minutes." Consistency has
been the issue of the year, as the
Gaels show signs of excellence
throughout all their matches.
Carlos Gonzalez tacked on another goal at the end of the game to
round off a hat trick, which is very
rare at any level of soccer.

Saint Mary's, although defeated,
looked for a better result on Sunday
evening.
The Gaels started where they
left on Sunday with a goal given up
in the 6th minute. Michael Salazar
sped by his defenders and had a
one on one chance with the goalie,
Lucas Champenois. Salazar buried
it in the top right corner of the net
after Champenois challenged, but
could not stop the breakaway shot.
Saint Mary's did not fold this
time, but came out stronger after
the early goal. The Gaels, despite
not scoring in the first half, carried
the momentum into halftime after
a strong performance, leading to
seven corners.
Their fortune turned on beautiful effort by Will Kendall and Max
Mimer. Mimer was working hard
against two defenders near the end
line and was able to work around
them and place a perfect ball on the
foot of Will Kendall who was cutting across the goal box. Despite 20
more minutes of play, Saint Mary's
could not pull through and ended
the game with a tie, the first of the
season.
Saint Mary's now falls to 3-4-1 on
the season, after having high hopes
before the season got underway.
There is still hope on this Saint
Mary's team, although it is riddled
with injuries. The Gaels take on
UC Davis and Sacramento State
next weekend at Saint Mary's stadium before a final trip to Western
Michigan before conference play
commences.
On the injury front, Rafael Sanchez did not see the pitch on Sunday afternoon because of a groin
issue. Gerardo Mendoza did see 46
minutes of playtime on Sunday, but
came off lin1ping late in the game.
Mendoza has been a spark plug for
this otherwise anemic offense.

OPINION

The allure of playoff time
BY ALEX CROOK
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With all the scandals an d cont roversies clouding the sports
world today, t h ere's one p lace
sport s definitely got it right: the
use of the p layoffs.
Ah, playoffs. The few weeks of
the year when we huddle around
our television sets with food,
drinks, friends, and unforgettable moments. The second
season . The place where legends are made. The place where
dreams come tru e.
On e of the seven key aspects
of a good story is novelty, or
something that doesn't happen
too often. In years past, how
many of us saw 11th-seeded
George Mason making the Final
Four or Butler making the National Title game? Or how about
the Boston Bruins blowing a
three-game lead to the Philadelphia Flyers in the 2010 Eastern
Conference semifinals? Those
are the stories we love, and we
get to witness them because of
a playoff system that pits teams
against each other to their death
-your will to survive is what will
carry you to your destiny.
Another reason we love the
playoffs? Spontaneous hot

streaks.
Staying close to home, the San
Francisco Giants won the National Leagu e West on the last
day of the 2010 season with a3-0
win over the San Diego Padres. The Giants carried steam into
October and won the franchise's
first World Championship since
moving to the west coast.
In the 2012 NHL Finals, the
eighth-seeded Los Angeles
Kings rode their fan base and
their determination to an improbable Stanley Cup Championship, the first in franchise
history. Who would've thought
hockey could succeed in Southern California?
So why are we so attracted to
the playoffs?
Anyone can get hot, so anyone
can win. Look at the Mets right
now. For years they've been
slapped with the title of the
Yankees' little brother, but 2015
is a different year and a different
mindset for the Metropolitans.
Also, as I mentioned before,
George Mason completed an
unbelievable run to the 2006
Final Four in Indianapolis.
We've seen it in movies. From
"Glory Road" to "Miracle", upsets are what drive our dreams
that anything can happen. Early

u psets such as Texas Western
over Kentucky have molded our
mindsets of th e underdog, while
modern upsets such as Boise
State's Fiesta Bowl win over
Oklahoma keeps the fire of that
mindset alive.
And yet, the fire still burns.
With the MLB playoffs approaching and a few teams like
the Mets and Cubs finally returning to October, there is still
reason to believe that anything
can and will happen.
In other leagues, modifications are being made to "up the
ante", so to speak. In a recent article, it was pointed out that the
NBA has no longer guaranteed a
playoff spot to division winners.
Those playoffs will be determined by regular season record,
resulting in a greater fight down
the stretch for the right to play
extra basketball. The NHL has
also radically shaken up its
playoff format. The invention of
the College Football Playoff has
teams clawing at each other's
throats to finish in the top four
and have a chance to lift the
national championship trophy.
So while the playoffs may be
anguish and adrenaline rushes
for the athletes, it's a few weeks
of heaven for us .

